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ABSTRACT
Ontology-based data access (OBDA) systems use ontologies
to provide views over relational databases. Most of these
systems work with ontologies implemented in description
logic families of reduced expressiveness, what allows applying efficient query rewriting techniques for query answering.
In this paper we describe a set of optimisations that are
applicable with one of the most expressive families used in
this context (tLrU-O ). Our resulting system exhibits a
behaviour that is comparable to the one shown by systems
that handle less expressive logics.

This paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we provide
some background on DL families and approaches for OBDA
query rewriting. In section 3 we introduce the algorithms
involved in our approach. In section 4 we describe our optimisations for the query rewriting process for tLtU-U . In
section 5 we evaluate the results obtained. Finally, in section
6 we draw some conclusions from the work performed and
outline some foreseen further improvements in the rewriting
process.

2.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Ontology Based Data Access (OBDA) consists on superimposing a conceptual layer as a view to an underlying information system, which abstracts away from how that information is maintained in the data layer and provides inference
capabilities [6]. Expressiveness comes at a cost in terms of
computational complexity, and thus OBDA has traditionally
been an expensive feature only interesting when the challenges to tackle were on par with the cost of the solution.
Several languages have been proposed as interesting compromise solutions between expressiveness and tractability for
OBDA: the DL-Lite family [5], which includes
DL-Litecore,
DL-Lite^ and DL-Lite-ji; the QL profile of OWL2 [8]; some
families in Datalog± [4]; and the tLrU-O
family [14].
In this paper we focus on ECHTO¬ and propose a series of
optimisations that can be carried out during the rewriting
process, which we have implemented in our system kyrie.
Our evaluation shows that the efficiency results obtained are
comparable to those obtained in previous approaches for less
expressive logics.

BACKGROUND

Now we briefly describe the most relevant logics used for
OBDA, and review implementations that use these logics.
They are presented here in a chronological order.

2.1

OBDA-related logics

In this section we cite logics with special relevance in OBDA.
In the examples a refers to a constant (individual), Bi refer
to basic concepts (classes) and R refers to roles (properties).
• The DL-Lite family diverged into logics DL-Lite-ji
and DL-Lite^,
both extending DL-Litecore,
where
concept inclusions are restricted to B\ C B2 and B\ C
¬B2. DL-Lite-ji includes subsumption (ISA) and disjointness assertions between roles and DL-Lite^ includes functionality restrictions on roles. These logics
are first-order reducible with a tractable complexity
[5].
• The OWL2 QL profile was inspired by the DL-Lite
family and designed to keep the complexity of rewriting low, considering first-order rewritability. As a summary of a more extensive comparison [1], the main
differences with DL-Lite are the lack of number restrictions, functionality constraints and keys. Among
the constructs in OWL 2 not supported in DL-Lite we
can remark nominals, concepts of the form {a}.

• The tLrU-O
logic [14] is more expressive; it extends
the expressiveness of DL-Lite-n by including basic con
cepts of the form {a}, T, and B\ V\ B2, as well as ax
ioms of the form -HR.Bi C B 2 . This logic is the only
one in this section that does not present the first-order
rewritability property, this means that depending on
the query and the expressiveness in the ontology, the
generated Datalog may contain recursive predicates,
thus some queries cannot be unfolded into a union
of conjunctive queries (UCQ) and must be rewritten
recursive Datalog when considering tLtU-U
on
tologies. Despite that the computational complexity
of the rewriting process remains tractable (PTlMEcomplete).
• Finally, some families in D a t a l o g i preserve the prop
erty of first-order rewritability to SQL equivalent lan
guages while offering a greater expressiveness for rewritings to SQL or non-recursive Datalog, mainly because
of the fact that Datalogi predicates are n-ary. Some
of the Datalog paradigms that ensure decidability are
chase termination, guardedness or stickiness, extended
to weak-stickiness by Cal`ı et al. [3]. These paradigms
limit the loops that can be present in some Datalog
to ensure decidability of the unfolding and thus firstorder rewritability.

2.2

Related OBDA query rewriting approaches

These logics have been used in several approaches, start
ing with the perfect reformulation [5], which is implemented
in Quonto and by Perez-Urbina [14]. This approach ac
cepts ontologies written in the DL-Lite family
(DL-Litecore,
DL-Litej: and DL-Lite-n) and generates a UCQ as a re
sult of the rewriting process. This approach was the first of
a series and would inspire many others, usually generating
UCQs and optimizing the query rewriting process.
The RQR algorithm in the REQUIEM system [14] accepts
tLrU-O
ontologies and generates a rewriting using resolu
tion with free selection (RFS) [2]. Both RQR and RFS form
the basis for the algorithm presented here. RFS is proven
to be correct and complete on Horn clauses [11] however
due to space limitations RFS will not be explained, we refer
the reader to previous citations. RQR reduces the number
of useless factorizations in RFS, queries generated and pro
cessing time through several optimizations, the main one
being the introduction of Skolem functions when an existen
tial quantification occurs in the head of a clause, which was
handled in previous approaches as a nameless variable. The
output generated by this approach is again a UCQ. Res
olution in REQUIEM is splitted in two steps, the first one
is saturation, which generates a (possibly recursive) Datalog
program, and the second one is unfolding, which unfolds this
Datalog program to generate a UCQ. REQUIEM may pro
duce a Datalog program for the output by simply skipping
the latter stage. If the ontology includes recursion the UCQ
cannot be complete, in this case the unfolding generates a
(recursive) linear Datalog program (at most one intensional
predicate per clause).
The previous approaches generate a large number of queries
in the UCQ, as the generation of this UCQ from Datalog presents a combinatorial blowup that depends on the
length of the query. Presto [16] addresses this problem

on DL-Lite-ji, this does not include expressions of the form
3R.B, which eases the search for most-general subsumees
(MGS). MGS are used to remove existential join variables,
to then remove unbound variables and redundant atoms.
This way the query is recursively factorized and splitted,
depending on the existential joins and the connectivity in
the query. Presto obtains results that are several orders of
magnitude faster in the query rewriting process than previ
ous approaches. Depending on the ontology and the query,
the resulting non-recursive Datalog is also normally briefer
in the number of clauses, hiding the combinatorial explo
sion that would result from unfolding. As a result of the
factorization, several parts of the query are rewritten into
(potentially equivalent) subqueries.
Stamou et al. [17] take a different approach in the han
dling of Skolem functions. This approach has evolved into
Rapid [7], which handles an expressiveness that falls be
tween REQUIEM and Presto: expressions of the form 3R.B
are allowed in REQUIEM but not in Presto; and in the case
of Rapid they are allowed in the right hand side but not
in the left hand side of subsumption axioms. Rapid applies
two rules alternatively, query shrinking and query unfold
ing. Query shrinking removes a bound variable by unifying
it with a functional term. Skolem functions are internally
handled in this resolution rule, so they do not appear after
applying it. Query unfolding replaces a set of atoms with its
unfoldings, preserving the terms in the atoms (no functional
terms are used). This strategy generates less subsumed (re
dundant) queries and it is possible to restrict the search for
subsumed queries among subsets of the queries generated.
The output is equivalent to REQUIEM for ontologies in the
expressiveness handled by Rapid.
A similar approach using two different resolution steps (fac
torization and rewriting) in a stratified strategy is the one
implemented in N y a y a [10]. During the factorization step
the query is compacted with unifications that preserve the
query semantics, and in the rewriting step the query is un
folded. An optional step removes redundant atoms in the
queries. In Nyaya, the expressiveness is greater than in pre
vious cases by allowing the use of n-ary predicates. However
there is no statement about which additional ontological ax
ioms could be covered with this. The body of the clauses is
restricted to those that have only one atom. With this it is
possible to identify atoms in the body of a query that are im
plied by some other atom in the body, what means that they
can be eliminated, reducing the size of the query, the UCQ
and the required processing. This approach is specially tai
lored at reducing the size of the UCQ that are generated in
the process. Depending on the query, this optimization may
provide much smaller queries, in size, width or length, which
are respectively, the number of queries in the UCQ, the num
ber of joins to be performed and the number of atoms in the
perfect rewriting as explained in the evaluation done for this
approach.
Another approach that should be mentioned is the one taken
by Venetis et al. [18], based on perfect reformulation. In
this approach, users normally pose a succession of queries,
refining an initial conjunctive query by adding or removing
atoms. In these cases it is possible to use partial results from
previous rewritings in the new rewritings.

Finally, P r e x t o [15] modifies Presto by considering extensional constraints, concept and role disjointness assertions
and role functionality assertions. Disjointness and role functionality assertions are considered when construcing the Datalog program along with subsumption. In the unfolding
stage these assertions are considered again, along with the
extensional constraints. These considerations allow reducing
the combinatorial explosion usual in the unfolding of these
Datalog programs and the size of the rewritten UCQ.

2.3

Resolution with free selection

Resolution with free selection (RFS) has a special relevance
for the approach taken in kyrie, thus we introduce here some
necessary terminology to explain this algorithm and advise
the reader to consult the references [2, 13] for a more detailed
presentation. For comparison purposes we can consider first
binary resolution as an example:

C VA
J)V ¬ B
(C V D)/J
Where /J is the most general unifier (MGU) of atomic formulas A and B. We can see in this rule that two atoms
are unified, one on each clause. A selection function selects
atoms in those clauses, so that for two atoms to be unified
they have to be selected by that selection function. A selection function for Horn clauses selects either the head of
a clause or a non empty set of body atoms based on some
criteria. This allows to prioritize the inferences in which the
selected atoms are selected. Resolution with free selection
for Horn clauses takes the form:

A «— B\ A . . . A (Bi) A . . . A Bn
C «— D\ A . . . A Dn
(A «— B\ A . . . A (D\ A . . . A Dn) A . . . A Bn)/j
Where /J is the MGU of atomic formulas Bi and C and the
underlined atoms are the ones selected and resolved. The
clause for which a body atom is selected is considered the
main premise and the clause for which the head is selected
is considered the side premise.
Saturation in resolution means applying the available resolution rules until no new clauses can be obtained. Saturation
in resolution with free selection has been proved to be correct and complete for Horn clauses [11]. In this paper we see
that (1) some of these resolution rules can be applied before
having any query, (2) that subsumed clauses can be deleted
optimizing the process and (3) that resolution with free selection has still a degree of freedom that allows to introduce
some heuristics optimizing the process further, along with
(4) other optimizations for query rewriting that can be done
at the implementation level of this resolution method.

3.

THE OBDA A L G O R I T H M FOR K Y R I E

We describe the algorithm that our system (kyrie) implements, highlighting the optimizations performed. The rewriting algorithm is based on saturating resolution with free selection.

The ontology is preprocessed (algorithm 1) to save time in
the rewriting of the queries. This is done by saturating
the ontology with the selection function from REQUIEM
(named sfRQR here), the result of this saturation is a logic
program which contains functional terms. This saturation
served in RQR to remove all clauses that contained functional terms, in this case those clauses have to be preserved
until the query is available. sf RQR works properly for some
specific types of clauses, thus auxiliary predicates are introduced to conform to these types of clauses. After applying sf Aux non-recursive auxiliary predicates can be removed
(line 2), these are the predicates selected by sfAux and the
clauses that contain these predicates are the ones selected to
be pruned after this saturation. Both saturation steps are
explained further in section 4.1. Finally, usual subsumption
checks (atoms and clauses) are performed.
The main algorithm performs a reachability test to remove
the clauses in the preprocessed ontology that are not reachable by the query and a series of saturation steps with algorithm 3 and the previously explained selection functions. If
the working mode is Datalog then the Datalog program is returned after another reachability test. If the working mode
is UCQ then the unfolding is attempted for the predicates selected by sfNonRec, which are all predicates except one for
each loop. For a loop we refer to a list of clauses 7 1 , . . . , j n
such that for every pair (74,74+1) there is some auxiliary
predicate pi such that pi G body(ji),p G head(ji^i),
and
there is some pn such that pn G body(~fn),Pn G head(ji).
A heuristic is applied to minimize the number of excluded
predicates, those that appear on more loops are chosen first,
breaking several loops with one predicate. At this stage
of the process (no functional terms) and given the expressiveness handled (table 1 in [14]) a loop must contain unary
and binary predicates to introduce new individuals (through
variables in the body and not in the head of some clause).
Only these loops are open (infinite) and produce the exclusion of some predicates from the unfolding.
Finally, the saturation algorithm (algorithm 3) uses subsumption checks to limit the explosion produced by blind
resolution on all combinations of clauses. Two subsumption check steps are performed for each query before any
other processing is done, as we see in line 9 and later loop.
First condensate removes subsuming atoms in new clauses.
Then the following loop removes subsumed clauses from the
program. Subsumed clauses can be safely removed as soon
as they are generated, this avoids the generation of other
subsumed clauses and limits the explosion in the resolution.
Please note that we use a ya b to indicate that a subsumes
b.
We will analyse specific parts of these algorithms in the remainder of the paper. Algorithm 1 (preprocessing) is explained in section 4.1. The subsumption checks (line 1 in
algorithm 2 and loop in line 9 in algorithm 3) are the optimisations explained in section 4.2. In section 4.3 we see the
benefits of using first the shortest clauses as in line 5 in algorithm 3. Finally, in section 4.4 we consider the cases in which
the condition for line 3 in algoritmh 3 does not hold. This
allows separating clauses in two sets, side premises and main
premises, with all new resolved clauses as main premises.

4.
Algorithm 1: kyrie preprocess algorithm
Input: tLHIO
ontology Σ
Output: Preprocessed ontology Σ
1 Σ = saturate(j>, sfRQR, Σ, 0)
2 Σ = saturate(s, sfAux, Σ, 0)
3 Σ =
removeSubsumed(condensate(Σ))
4 return Σ

Algorithm 2: General kyrie algorithm
Input: Preprocessed tLrU-O
ontology Σ, UCQ q,
working mode mode G {Datalog,UCQ}
Output: Rewritten query qs
1 q=
removeSubsumed(condensate(q))
2 Σ q = reachable(Σ,q)
3 qy, = saturate(s, sfRQR,
q,Σq)
4 qs = saturate(s,sf
Aux,qy,,tfi)
5 qs = reachable(qs)
6 if mode = Datalog then
7 | return
8 end
9 Σ q = {qi G qs | head(qi) = head(q)}
10 qs = {qi G qs | head(qi) = head(q)}
11 qs =
saturate(u,sfNonRec,qs,Σq)
12 return qs

Algorithm 3: kyrie saturation algorithm saturate
Input: Working mode mode, selection function sf,
Datalog program q, optional Datalog clauses Σ
Output: Datalog program qs
1 pending = new S ortedQueue(q, shortestFirst)
2 done = new Queue()
3 if Σ = 0 then Σ = done
4 while ¬pending .isEmpty() do
qi = pending .pop()
5
done.push(qi)
6
forall the qj G Σ do
7
Qij = resolve(qi,qj,
selectionFunction)
8
forall the q^ G Qij do
9
qt = condensate(qk)
10
if Vq G pending U done.q ^ s q^ then
11
done = {q G done \ qt ^ s q}
12
pending = {q G pending \ qu ^zs q}
13
pending.push(qk)
14
end
15
end
16
end
17
18 end
19 if mode = u then
20
done = done U Σ
21 end
22 if mode = p then
23
done = prune(sj', done)
24 end
25 return done

OPTIMISATIONS APPLIED I N K Y R I E

We illustrate the optimizations described in this section with
an ad-hoc ontology, Hospital.ttl .

4.1

Optimisation 1. Ontology preprocessing

Introduction: The preprocessing stage only depends on
the ontologies used for rewriting, it is independent of the
queries issued to the system. Among previous OBDA ap
proaches, only Venetis [18] specifies some preprocessing.
Background: REQUIEM saturates RFS. In those infer
ences both premises may be clauses derived exclusively from
the ontology. Since the query is not necessary for these in
ference steps, they can be performed before the query is
available and only once for all queries.
Approach: We use RFS with sfRQR as in REQUIEM with
all the optimizations included in algorithm 3. We must sim
ply consider that the corresponding reasoning to remove the
skolem functions cannot finish until the query is available,
thus all clauses must still be preserved (working mode p).
This resolution needs auxiliary predicates to keep the classes
of clauses in the types defined in table 1 in [14]. However,
next time (line 3 in algorithm 2) this selection function will
only be applied to clauses that will act as side premises,
due to the separation between query clauses and ontology
clauses done at that moment. Therefore, we can remove
some auxiliar predicates, more precisely the only ones that
need to be preserved are one for each loop according to the
heuristic explained in section 3. Simply note that in this case
we may have loops that introduce individuals with functions,
without mixing unary and binary predicates.
Removing auxiliary predicates allows performing some addi
tional inferences in the preprocessing and reducing the num
ber of clauses that are generated and could be generated in
later stages. This reduces the search space, the inferences
performed and thus the time needed for the rewriting at the
cost of some additional space needed to store some clauses.
Example: -^presents.Disease
C -Hsuffers.Disease
axiom that produces the clauses:
AUX$4(x)
Disease(f12(x))
suffers(x,f12(x))

is an

«— Disease(y), presents(x,y)
«— AUX$4(x)
«— AUX$4(x)

Through resolution we can obtain the equivalent set:
Disease(f12(x))
suffers(x,f12(x))

«— Disease(y), presents(x,y)
«— Disease(y), presents(x,y)

Conclusion: Auxiliary predicates have no correspondence
in the ABox and only serve as “proxies” in the backward
chaining from the predicates in the head (Disease, suffers)
to the predicates in the body (Disease, presents). Through
saturation all these inferences are performed, which means
that the auxiliary predicates are no longer needed and can
be safely removed. This saturation is made possible by an
other resolution process before any query is available. Both
processes reduce later inferences.
1
http://delicias.dia.fi.upm.es/~jmora/kyrie/
evaluation/Hospital.ttl

4.2 Query subsumption check
I n t r o d u c t i o n : Query subsumption checks consist in check
ing whether a part of the query being rewritten is subsumed
by another. When this happens one of the two parts can be
removed. Clause subsumption checks are usually performed
by checking clauses by pairs, checking whether one subsumes
the other and removing the subsumed clause. Clause con
densation, is performed by checking subsumption between
atoms in a clause. In this case the subsuming atom is re
moved, since they are grouped by conjunctions.
Background: previous approaches perform similar checks
for atom subsumption, we can find condensation in RE
QUIEM, DeleteRedundantAtoms in Presto, the shrinking
rule in Rapid and factorization and some optimizations
in Nyaya.
With respect to the clause subsumption check, REQUIEM
performs this in a separate stage after the resolution has fin
ished by checking all clause pairs. When using the“F”mode,
REQUIEM does also perform a“full”subsumption check [2].
This means that during resolution newly derived resolvents
may be deleted if they are subsumed by old or processed
clauses. However, this subsumption check is not performed
the other way around wrt old and new clauses. Unlike RE
QUIEM, we perform the subsumption check in both direc
tions. Rapid performs a similar subsumption check, but the
generation of subsumed clauses is reduced and more con
trolled, what allows limiting the check to subsets of the gen
erated clauses. This check is performed after each unfolding
step. In the case of Nyaya, subsumed clauses are removed
with the elimination step, which is optionally performed af
ter every rewriting step. Presto produces a factorized Datalog where subsumption check becomes less tractable, and
thus there is no clause subsumption check. Atom subsumption for atoms that share some variable is considered with
the MGS.
Objectives: The hypotheses for the “full” subsumption
check implemented in REQUIEM [2] are that (1) the cer
tain answers obtained from the logic program remain un
altered despite removing subsubmed clauses independently
on their provenance and (2) this subsumption check pays off
in terms of efficiency despite the computational cost that i t
represents. We propose an optimization that consists in per
forming the subsumption check among all clauses generated
as part of the resolution process (line 9 in algorithm 3). In
our context the clever handling of the unfolding sets done in
Rapid cannot be added in a straightforward way, since the
Datalog used is not linear, which means that unfolding sets
are not composed of atoms but of conjunctions of atoms. In
our case, new clauses are generated using RFS. Every time
that a new clause is generated, its subsumption is checked
and subsumed clauses are removed immediately after their
generation.
The rationale for the efficiency gain is that the avoidance
of the inferences in which the subsumed clause would par
ticipate, which due to recursion avoids the generation of a
whole tree of clauses. This pays off for the cost of subsumption checks in most cases and specially in most complex cases
where there are many atoms in the body of the query and
clauses in the ontology. Additionally, all later steps and

stages have a lesser load and require less time, which in
cludes this subsumption check, less clauses generated means
less clauses to check for subsumption.
Verification: The first hypothesis is immediate consider
ing the equivalence of programs after removing or adding
subsumed clauses [12, 9]. We can see this has no impact on
the certain answers: Given two clauses 71 and 72 such that
71 subsumes 72, by definition of subsumption 71 ^ s 72 =>•
3fj,.head(fj,'yi) = head(j2) A body(/jji) C body(pf2) where fj,
is a unifier from the variables in 71 to the terms in 72, so we
can see 71 |= 72. The certain answers for a given query q
over a OBDA system composed of a TBox Σ over a database
D, as (Σ, D), are defined as the set containing exactly every
tuple a of constants in (Σ, D) such that Σ U D Uq |= Qh(ct)
where Qh is the predicate in the head of q. With this
definition we can see that by preserving satisfiability we
preserve the set of certain answers for a given logic pro
gram and satisfiability is preserved in all regards, remember
71 |= 72 =r- {a I ΓU7iU72 |= Qh(cx)} = {a | ΓU71 |= Qh((x)}
for any Γ and Qh. The second hypothesis is verified in the
evaluation section.
Example: Given the following resolution:
Q(x)
SickPerson(x)
.'. Q(x)

«— Patient(x), SickPerson(x)
«— Patient(x)
«— Patient(x), Patient(x)

We have that the result can be condensed into the query
clause Q(x) ^— Patient(x). This query subsumes the origi
nal query, which can be discarded, avoiding other resolution
steps and the generation of other queries, for example a new
query would be generated with the following resolution step:
Q(x)
SickPerson(x)
.'. Q(x)

«— Patient(x), SickPerson(x)
«— Condition(y), suffers(x, y)
«— Patient(x), Condition(y),
suffers(x, y)

By avoiding the further use of this subsumed query clause,
we prevent the generation of all the clauses that could be
derived from it, recursively.

4.3

Prioritizing some inferences

Introduction: A resolution strategy may specify an abso
lute, partial or absent order in which the inferences should
be performed. Resolution with free selection establishes a
partial order with the selection function by means of the
specification of the atoms that can participate in the reso
lution (selected atoms) and the omission of the remaining
atoms. In this case we include some additional ordering cri
teria in a heuristical attempt to produce subsuming clauses
earlier.
Background: Two of the state-of-the-art systems specify
the order of inference steps during resolution: REQUIEM
and Rapid. Selection functions in REQUIEM specify a par
tial ordering, while in Rapid clauses are selected more care
fully:
• shrinking and unfolding rules are applied alternatively.
• shorter clauses are considered first for unification, since
those are the ones that will more likely subsume others.

• the base clause for the inference is always a query
clause, as in the optimized version of Nyaya.
Objective: In kyrie we add this optimisation over the classical RFS, as specified in algorithm 3 line 1 . This optimisation can be included in any system where the resolution does
not have any specific order. This optimisation is specially
relevant when combined with the subsumption check, since
i t increases the likelihood for early production of subsuming clauses, and thus increasing the impact of the removal
of subsumed clauses. If the subsumption check is not performed and subsumed clauses are eliminated after resolution
then the order in which clauses are generated during resolution is irrelevant for any optimisation purposes.
Examples: Check the example in the previous section. By
using and producing shorter clauses first we increase the
probability of producing subsuming clauses and thus the impact of subsumption check is enhanced.

4.4 Constraining the searches
I n t r o d u c t i o n : There are two main searches for clauses
within the resolution described so far. First, to apply a resolution rule the clauses that fulfill the roles of main premise
and side premise must be found. Second, once a resolution
step has been performed, according to section 4.2 subsumed
and subsuming clauses are searched for each newly generated clause.
Background: During resolution we have two different types
of clauses depending on their provenance: those coming from
the ontology and those that have the query as an ancestor.
These two groups are easily differentiable: any clause derived from the query will keep the query predicate Q h as
the head predicate. The role of these two groups of clauses
during resolution is also clear when both are available: query
clauses will act as main premises, because their head cannot be unified; ontology clauses will act as side premises,
because all the inferences that could be done with ontology
clauses as main premises are among ontology clauses, and
thus could and were performed in the preprocessing.
This optimisation is applicable at an implementation level to
most systems and sometimes i t is tacitly applied. Depending
on the order and specificity of the resolution strategy, different methods can be applied in the implementation, from
storing two different lists of clauses instead of one to indexing the clauses depending on the head predicate.
A p p r o a c h : The search for main and side premises can be
restricted to these two sets of clauses that can be separated
before starting resolution. After preprocessing, all generated clauses are again query clauses, thus subsumption check
needs only be performed among query clauses, saving checks
of ontology clauses with all other clauses.
L i m i t a t i o n s : This cannot be the applied in unfolding with
recursion. In the case of a recursive Datalog program, again
a small set of recursive predicates are selected, as explained
in section 4.1. Clauses with these predicates as head predicates are considered to be “subqueries”, acting only as main
premises and avoiding an infinite unfolding.

5.

EVALUATION

We have performed an empirical evaluation comparing the
results of REQUIEM, Presto, Rapid, Nyaya and kyrie. The
full results for this evaluation are available online .
The evaluation has been performed on cold run, by restarting the application after every query, except for Presto.
Each query has been run a minimum of five times per system and the results averaged. The hardware used in the
evaluation is a Intel®Core
2 6300 @1.86GHz with 2GB of
RAM, Windows® XP and Java version 1.6.033. We have
measured the times and number of clauses generated for the
ontologies traditionally used in the state of the art along
with the usual sets of five queries for each of the ontologies
provided [14].
We have also extended some ontologies, the most complex
ones and interesting in this evaluation, with additional axioms. This allows checking the impact that a little difference in expressiveness and only a few axioms can have on
the results of query rewriting. The ontologies with these additional axioms are: “AXE”, “AXEb”, “P5XE” and “UXE”.
For example we have expanded AX into AXE by adding
a single axiom. 3AUX0~.3AUX1
C Quadriplegia, even
though AUXO and AUX1 are not very descriptive names,
this is an axiom that could fit in the semantics of the ontology, considering A UXO is a subproperty of isAffectedBy and
A UX1 is a subproperty of isAssistedBy. The impact of this
single axiom is specially noticeable in the 5th query, where
we can see that the rewriting time and clauses generated in
the UCQ decrease significantly for kyrie.
Due to space limitations we limit the results included in
the paper to those obtained with ontologies “A”, “AX” and
“AXE” in table 1. We refer the reader to the online results
where it is possible to compare these systems with more
ontologies and additional considerations as the time that
preprocessing requires and the number of clauses in the preprocessed ontology. The size of the preprocessed ontologies
remains at reasonable sizes, being P5XE the worst case with
a factor of 5.851 and three cases with a factor of 1.
The results we obtained are mixed. Runtimes for kyrie are
in many cases comparable with Rapid, which is the fastest
algorithm. Times are even shorter than Rapid in some cases
for the generation of the Datalog rewriting. The results in
the number of clauses generated for the UCQ are the same
for the ontologies that fall in the intersection of the different
expressivenesses that the different systems handle and the
main difference relies on the time that is needed to generate
these rewritings.
However, with the most expressive ontologies we can see the
difference in the size of the rewritings. When comparing
REQUIEM and kyrie we can see they generate a different
number of clauses in the UCQ when the Datalog generated is
recursive and the unfolding can only be partial. In this case
kyrie aims at reducing the number of different predicates
that can be found in the head of some clause, which can be
considered as “unfolding as much as possible”. REQUIEM
http://delicias.dia.fi.upm.es/~jmora/kyrie/
evaluation/

q
1
2
A 3
4
5
1
2
AX 3
4
5
1
2
AXE 3
4
5

o

REQUIEM (F mode)
Presto
Datalog
UCQ
Datalog
UCQ
time size
time
size time size time size
31
87
278
27
18
54
118 402
37
76
90
50
19
33
28
103
50
128
104
25
33
47
104
77
40
79
443
224
18 44
122 492
75
1062
624
28
38
471 624
77
47 127
743
41
37
69
353 782
47 116
4750
1431 37
51 2181 1781
62 126
44256
4466 62
57 30503 4752
59 119
63465
3159 42
69 34847 7100
81 126 10024743 39941 N/A N/A N/A N/A
50 130
787
41
40
69
350 782
47 119
4937
1431 37
51 2115 1781
62 129
43843
4466 72
57 30631 4752
59 122
62403
3159 40
69 34840 7100
N/A N/A
N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Rapid (D&F modes)
Nyaya
kyrie
Datalog
UCQ
UCQ
Only UCQ Datalog
time size time size
time
size time size time
size
12 54 12
27
1417
247 15 42
53
27
9
33 31
50
12268
92
12 31
40
50
9
33 53
104
86245 104 28 32
72
104
24 60 81
224
47285 454 25 39
106
224
12 38 140 624 1578491 624 43 37
512
624
18 69 21
41
1752
555 12 57
72
41
15 51 234 1431 16838 1737 9
49
1512
1431
15 57 693 4466 132846 4741 21 56 17599 4466
21 85 596 3159 112717 6564 18 64
7149
3159
18 72 6137 32921 N/A N/A 43 71 1012887 32921
15 69 21
41
N/A N/A 15 57
68
41
18 51 228 1431
N/A N/A 15 49
1490
1431
25 57 693 4466
N/A N/A 24 56 17378 4466
22 85 587 3159 N/A N/A 25 64 6962 3159
15 72 5996 32921 N/A N/A 109 103 7262
3159

Table 1 : E x t r a c t of some evaluation results
chooses to unfold partially the Datalog available, generating
linear Datalog, which means that each clause contains at
most one intensional database predicate. When comparing
Rapid and kyrie we can see that kyrie generates a different
number of clauses in more cases than when compared with
REQUIEM. This is due to the axioms included in the extended ontologies, which are ignored by Rapid since they
fall out of the expressiveness handled by it. The difference
in query five with ontology “ A X E ” is specially remarkable:
in this case kyrie generates a UCQ that is about 10% the
size of the Rapid UCQ by including one single axiom, as
explained before.
The optimizations done are specially evident in the time
that the generation of the UCQ takes when compared with
REQUIEM, however, they are more significant when comparing the Datalog results. REQUIEM performs an optimization stage that removes subsumed clauses after the
UCQ has been generated, but in the case of kyrie this is
done along with resolution (section 4.2), therefore subsumed
clauses have already been removed from this Datalog program. The time needed to generate the Datalog rewriting
for some queries is on par with Rapid, being lesser or greater
depending on the case. The same can be said about the size
of this Datalog rewriting.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have focused on the optimizations that can
be done on a query rewriting process based on RFS (as i t
is the case of REQUIEM), which allows handling expressive
logics. We do not add additional constraints to the problem
or reduce the expressiveness that is handled, what could ease
the process from a computational point of view. Instead we
focus on implementational details that can be extrapolated
to other approaches, as already pointed out, and that have
a strong impact on the efficiency of the process, as can be
seen in the evaluation performed.
We have shown that a significant increase in the efficiency

for query rewriting can be obtained with these optimisations. The optimisations performed impose no additional
restrictions on the properties of the input, either on expressiveness of the ontology, shape of the queries or additional
data to be used in the process. The evaluation has been performed on the usual ontologies and queries without adding
any restriction or property to the input. This means that the
optimisations presented can be performed along with other
optimisationss that may require this kind of assumptions on
the input. Moreover, the impact of the optimisations performed in this paper may serve to judge and to put into
context the impact of other optimisations that may impose
restrictions on the input or require additional information.
Finally, the difference between the results obtained as Datalog and those obtained as a UCQ is astounding in most of
the cases. Obviously a UCQ is simpler to manage than a
Datalog program by any underlying system.On the contrary
Datalog provides a more compact representation, which may
be more convenient for systems that can handle this expressiveness. I t would be interesting to have some statistical
data about the expressiveness that underlying systems can
handle and measurements about the efficiency in query answering UCQs and Datalog programs. Without these data
the relative relevance of the results for the rewriting to Datalog and the rewriting to UCQ is left at the discretion of the
reader.
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